FEATURE

FUNCTIONALITY

Content

A constantly growing comprehensive and interactive library in excess of 10,000
regulations, standards, best practices and 300 assessments. Easily import regulatory
content in a “clickable” format - import paper-based or excel content into clickenabled, interactive working documents for streamlined implementation regardless of the format you can input source documents into Compliance Mapper
automatically with a simple cut and paste option - requirements within regulations
become independent, actionable entities. Content library include regulations in
Spanish and French language to assist non-English-speaking users.

Point-And-Click
Mapping

Simply point and click to create bi-directional links between relevant standards,
regulations and best practices, policies and procedures - create the link once and
you can see the relationship of any entity from many perspectives.

Bi-Directional
Linking

Mappings work in two directions - mappings take you directly to the data and show
you the indirectly related links that would never appear with hyperlinks - this cannot
be effectively achieved using hyperlinks without considerable work imbedding links
into documents and processes – the linking direction can easily be switched for
baseline consistency.

Full Audit Logging

Track each user’s activity - every activity is audit logged so you can trace activities
back to the source and display them in an easy to understand format.

Full Reporting
Capability

Provides documented mappings and other reports related to trees and nodes that
are linked and/or not linked - Mind Mapping Reports - clickable for expansion and
contraction of indirect, obscure and unknown content relationships - view the
requirements of multiple regulations and control and sets how they relate to each
other. Reporting allows you to make educated decisions based on tangible
information.

Link Status
Customization

Highly customizable interface to tailor status fields - how many there are and what
they mean to the organization - to understand the “control-to-requirements”
relationship, e.g. “Compliant; Exceeds Compliance; Non-Compliant” or even the
name of the person mapping you have a reference point for questions.

Trace Links
Capability

Provides visibility into how changes can impact other standards, regulations and
best practices - you can trace links to indirect relationships to visually see the impact

of a change before the change is made.

Regulatory
Evidence
Repository

Work Flow

Easily attach authority documents to prove compliance and audit attestation.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Personal Workspaces” allow users to create, save and modify their own
data to specific requirements and share workspaces for collaboration
Task assignments tied to compliance requirements
Compliance sign-off
Project management, workflow and tracking of project activities with
intuitive color coding for status
Powerful search capability for all content - comparative search and single
search
Conditional email notifications
Versioning and editing for attached documents

Relationship
Viewer/Visual
Trace Links

Interactively link your policies to an unlimited number of regulations for capture and
sharing within your organization. Because a regulation becomes an object (colored
bubbles), a simple click on the object of interest (in this case ITIL) instantly retrieves
a view of the related framework. You can now provide a visual perspective of how
policies, frameworks and infrastructures are all connected using a drag and drop
capability to resize and arrange your view of mapped standards and their
relationships. Grey lines indicate an indirect link and black lines indicate a direct link.
No line means there is no link or relationship.

Document
Publishing

This feature will allow organizations to share important documents for internal
governance and track acceptance of policy for audit reviews using a common
workspace that allows users to email documents to internal and external users for
review, acknowledgement and sign off if required. Provides and allows Document
Control capability.

Custom Reports

Enables organizations to put their own corporate branding and report description
on output reports. Interactive graphs allow the use of dynamically select filters to
create reports in a variety of styles and formats.

Compliance
Mapping Wizards

One of the core capabilities of Compliance Mapper has been its ability to link
multiple regulations, standards and policies together. The functionality features that
analyze data and create filters for a clear line of site have been enhanced with the
use of two new ‘Mapping Wizards’. Now a mapped set of standards and their

attributes can be customized and clearly seen with the link status of compliance (see
example - Covered, Compliant, Meets, Exceeds or Doesn’t Meet) in one complete
picture.

Tree Relationship
Wizard

A powerful touch point identification tool that shows the relationship between
multiple regulations, standards and an enterprise’s policies in one report that is
easily exportable to CSV, PDF or HTML. The granularity of the report is up to the
user. Now a report can be generated to display either an all-inclusive list of polices
or controls, or just one in particular.

Trace Links
Wizard

A powerful analysis tool that lets a user see the paths between different regulations,
standards and policies and how they are related. Powerful filtering options enable
users to select which controls have been marked as compliant and which ones still
need review – all while seeing the upstream and downstream impacts of policy
controls. The line of site from start to end shows the different controls that may be
impacted. Specific trace lines can also be excluded from the overall view. As an
example, you can choose not to include a specific infrastructures or outputs in your
analysis reporting. Custom outputs for assessments showing mapped results across
multiple regulations for one assessment.

MyRiskAssessor

Integrated Risk tool for conducting Asset and CMDB risk assessments. Comes with
prepopulated threat libraries (including vulnerabilities and controls already linked)
for ISO 27001 and NIST 800-53. This tool also includes an easy to use Business Impact
Assessment (BIA) capability and Assessment interface for combined and integrated
audits and assessments.

Templates

Customized Templates for flexible data inputs i.e. create Incident Management,
Help Desk, Corrective Actions, CMDB inputs tailored to your needs. Dropdowns
options include Text; Dates and customized options (Yes/No – Follow up etc.).
Attach additional and backup information to both BIAs and Asset Risk.

Assessments

Powerful assessment capability includes customization of answer sets, conditional
jumps, individual question weightings, mapping of results across multiple
requirements (regulations, standards and best practices) and extensive reporting
(gap, comparative, mapping and graphical views). Mapped Assessments provide the
capability to conduct integrated assessments showing a single view for assessment
results across multiple requirements (regulations, standards, best practices or
custom content).

Powerful import
capability

Import existing content (user content) from excel spreadsheets, pdf’s, word
documents or any other sources easily and quickly.

Report saving

Create and save customized reports for future using preset report settings

Corporate
Branding

Import corporate branding into active workspaces.

Security

Full security options – secure site; authentication, workspace protection and
content protection.
Manage the regulatory changes impacting your organization and maintain
compliance using C2C SmartCompliance’s Intelligent Regulatory Change
Management solution. Increase the efficiency of the change management process
with filtered alerts that feed changes to only those regulations that are relevant to
your organization, and receive mappings showing how those changes relate to
your organization’s policies, procedures, controls, lines of business, geographic
entities, and other organizational assets.

Regulatory
Change
Management

C2C SmartCompliance’s Intelligent Regulatory Change Management solution
ensures that your organization’s compliance library will include the most current
regulations, standards and mappings. Our solution provides assurances of
regulatory compliance, a proven methodology for managing regulatory changes,
and reporting tools to respond to management and regulator inquiries regarding
compliance.
Our Regulatory Change Management solution leverages the unique ability of
Compliance Mapper™ to quickly import and map content. When a regulatory
change occurs, alerts provide actionable intelligence regarding the change,
including text of the regulation with changes highlighted, as well as associated
mappings customized to an organization’s needs. This allows our clients to rapidly
get information regarding the change in the hands of decision makers, so they can
take actions necessary to modify policies, procedures and controls to maintain
compliance.

Risk Tracker

Risk Tracker provides a unique view to the next level of management control for
deficiencies and risks within the organization. Risk Tracker allows input to all risk
types and a powerful filtering and reporting capability to identify specific risk types.
Risk tracker allow risks to measured and remediated in a controlled way utilizing
intuitive workflow from beginning to end.
The ISO standards require process to be followed and evidence to be provided, this
includes, Risk Treatment, Corrective and Preventive Action and sometimes root
cause analysis, and these processes require considerable work and management to

their conclusion. In addition, organizations have implemented paper-based systems
to support these activities. These systems are cumbersome and have no tracking or
visibility into the overall picture in one place.
Regulators, IT, Compliance, Project and Risk Managers have responsibilities to
ensure risks are remediated in a timely manner and are under pressure to maintain
paper based or spreadsheet systems when support is sparse or not available.
Risk Tracker can track a myriad of risk types to conclusion. New risk types can be
created easily.
Examples of risk type managed:
General Risk Treatment
Corrective Action
Preventive Action
Technology Risk
Business Continuity remediation
Business Risk
Legal Risk
Privacy Risk
People Risk
Environmental Risk
Health & Safety Risk
Project Risk
Vendor Risk
Information Risk
Quality (QMS) Risk

